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				Lo sentimos. No hemos encontrado la página que buscas.

			
				
Puedes consultar alguno de nuestros últimos artículos. Seguro que te interesarán.

						

              Other studies

                            Here you can include other studies apart from your career. Don’t forget about dates, centers and place (city, country). If this information isn’t very relevant for your CV, it can go in the “Additional information” section. It all depends on the importance you want to give it.

              
              


														
              The moment of truth: the job interview

                            The moment has come. You’re in front of the person or people that will decide to hire you or not and your potential job is at stake in just one interview. Don’t waste the chance. We recommend the following advice: POSITION AND MOVES First impressions are really important so you must give a good impression. […]

              
              


														
              Examples of objectives for a CV without experience

                            Whether you’re a professional or just starting out, these objectives will help you. Elevate your CV with these career objectives!

              
              


														
              Minimum wages in Latin America

                            Would you like to work in a Latin American country? Then you’ll be interested in knowing the minimum wages of some of these countries, so you have an idea of the standard of living. Minimum wages in Venezuela Minimum wages in Peru Minimum wages in Colombia Minimum wages in Chile Minimum wages in Argentina Minimum […]

              
              


														
              Looking for a job in the US – Advice

                            What you should do: Use keywords and verbs in your cover letter and resume. Be ready to face psychological tests during the selection process. Show interest, ask questions. Use examples to show your achievements. Send a brief letter after the interview to thank the interviewer. What you should avoid: Sit before the tell you to. […]

              
              


														
              The CV in the Netherlands

                            Discover the essential tips and strategies for crafting a standout CV in the Netherlands and increasing your job prospects.

              
              


														
              Differences between hard skills and soft skills

                            Hard skills are typically technical or job-specific in nature, while Soft skills, on the other hand, are more behavioral and social in nature

              
              


														
              Getting ready for the job interview

                            Before going to a job interview, we recommend you get ready for it. You always have to show confidence and to achieve that, the best is to keep the situation under control, being sure of what you do. From our website, we recommend you follow this advice: Find out everything you can about the company […]

              
              


														
              Temp jobs in Europe

                            According to a report by Eurostat on temporary work in Europe until the second quarter of 2009, Poland was in the first position on this type of occupation in the European Union, while Spain was second, followed by Portugal Netherlands and Slovenia (26.5%, 25.2%, 21.8%, 18.2% and 16.6% respectively. To have a better idea of […]

              
              


														
              CV templates: European Curriculum Vitae

                            Official templates provided by the European Commision.
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Whether you need original CV models, classic CV examples or resume templates, you can find them all in our Resume formats & templates  section >
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